
Introduction

During the geological research for low- and
intermediate-level radioactive waste disposal, carried out in
the Bátaapáti Area within the framework of the National
Project launched in 1992, a large number of well-loggings,
geophysical measurements and rock-sample studies
provided a unique opportunity to develop a methodology for
the interpretation of crystalline basement rocks. 

On behalf of the Public Agency for Radioactive Waste
Management (Puram = RHK), 64 wells were drilled
between 1996 and 2006; their overall length was about 8000
m, and 20 were deeper than 250 m and intersected by at least
two hundred metres of granite. The particular significance

of this phenomenon lies in the fact that a large part of the
drilled intervals intersected the fresh rock unaffected by
weathering. In other words, this means that not only various
degrees of weathering were studied, as was the case with the
crystalline basement penetrated by the oil-exploring bore-
holes. More diverse geophysical measurements were
carried out in the boreholes than in the wells intersecting the
unweathered basement rocks; these measurements
examined the basic structure of the basement. The
comparison of the fracture density originated from: (a) an
acoustic borehole televiewer and (b) the results of
traditional measurements acquired during the research of
the radioactive waste disposal site.This study provided an
opportunity to revise such relationships, which until that
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Abstract

The most important feature of crystalline, seismically hard rocks is fracturing, which directly affects both the hydrogeological and
geomechanical properties of a rock. The accumulated knowledge on fractured rocks with secondary porosity is much less than what is known
about the porosity and permeability of sedimentary rocks with primary porosity. This particular topic was the primary focus of the geological
exploration (1996–2009) of the Üveghuta Site (SW Hungary, near Bátaapáti) for low- and intermediate-level radioactive waste disposal (at the
National Depository for Radioactive Waste). More precisely, attention was centred on the Mórágy Granite, which is also a fractured rock with
secondary porosity. A better understanding of the fracture system and more effective characterisation of the rock was essential and of significant
importance for environmental protection. Before the Bátapáti exploration, in previous structural geological drilling activity, the geophysical
parameters were outweighed by core analyses. For more than a decade, many well-logging measurements and core analyses had been done in this
area. However, it was also an excellent opportunity to make progress in the research of fractured rocks in general; this is, because, in the
hydrocarbon exploration such kind of rocks occurs only as a basement rock at great depths, and only the weathering zone (which is a possible
reservoir), is important for the research. It has to be noted that recent investigation of fractured reservoirs in hydrocarbon exploration has been
growing in importance. Fractured reservoirs can be modelled on the basis of observations made in the weathered zone of crystalline rocks close
to the ground surface. In this study, the influence of properties of fractured rock on the physical parameters — mainly specific electrical resistivity
and sonic wave propagation — and the connection between the two data systems are discussed. The main features of the fracture systems and
geomechanical properties were obtained from borehole televiewer (BHTV) measurements, full acoustic waveform and core logs.



time had only drawn conclusions using a theoretical
approach or data from the literature. There is significantly
less knowledge on rocks with secondary porosity than on
sedimentary rocks with primary porosity. And this is
especially with respect to knowledge on the structure of the
pore-space of the fractured rocks, the measurable physical
parameters, and their impact on the relations between the
mechanical and hydrogeological properties. The relation
between primary intergranular porosity and permeability is
is well modelled, and this relationship can be extrapolated to
a relatively large volume. In contrast to the case of fractured
rocks, this is much vaguer and the the opportunity for
extrapolation is not as evident as in the case of stratified
media. The fractured rocks are generally characterised by a
high degree of inhomogeneity. Therefore they cannot be
described only by the identification of fissures. However,
the latter is possible in the case of the primary porosity of
sedimentary rocks which can be identified with the porosity
and other physical parameters at a given section of the
borehole. The well-logging data could generally be
extrapolated for a relatively long distance in the sedimentary
rocks. Often half-metre-thick layers could be correlated to
distances of more than a kilometre, but even in the highly
inhomogeneous fluvial and lacustrine sediments the
physical parameters can be extrapolated to a few tens of
metres. However, with fractured rocks there is no guarantee
that extrapolation is possible, even to within a few metres
away from the borehole.Resolving this contradiction is the
most important task in case of the interpretation of fractured
rocks. However, if one wants to correctly interpret each
observed depth trend on measurement curves according to
hydrogeological and rock mechanical points of view, it is
first necessary to understand the local rock model. This
requires a common interpretation using a number of
methods. Therefore, in this study, unlike the general
practice, the importance of the relationship between the
methods and the conclusions drawn by these methods on the
fracture system are in focus. In other words, it means
carrying out an investigation into the impact of the
fracturing itself on certain physical parameters. This study is
mainly empirical because it is based on well-logging and
rock sample data, but it also pays attention to theoretical
considerations. 

Elements of Statistical Models for 

Fractured Rocks 

The pure, geometrical-statistical models for fractures
can be characterised by the distribution of fracture density
and fracture aperture, fracture azimuth and tilt, and fracture
length. The fracture density is defined as the total number of
fissures per unit length (usually 1 m). 

Because of the finite resolution assets, the real number
of fissures cannot be accurately determined; therefore it is
only possible to speak about the apparent (virtual) number
of fissures. 

The fracture density, which is a kind of rock
fragmentation, is considered to be qualitative information of
a geomechanic character. In principle, multiple categories
of fracture density may be defined with the classification of
fissures. According to the behaviour of rocks in terms of
geomechanics, the alignment of fissures is an important
parameter. 

There are several methods for arriving at the fracture
density distribution, or its equivalent quantity; these include
acoustic borehole televiewer measurements, corescanner
images, or the use of the fragmentation data from the drill-
core logs.

From among the well-logging methods, the borehole
televiewer (BHTV1) images are available for the study of the
directional distribution of fissures. At the Geological
Institute of Hungary (MÁFI), the core-surface image of its
ImaGeo Corescanner device2 (MAROS, PALOTÁS 2000) gives
a similar data system. The orientation of ImaGeo was set,
based on a BHTV image, and thus it does not provide an
independent directional distribution data system. (In a
different sense they can be regarded as an independent data
system because, in the core scanner evaluation, the closed
and filled fissures are in the focus. The BHTV fracture
distribution contains only such fissures; these are different
in terms of their mechanical properties from their
environment, and do not belong to the fissures below 1 mm.)
The direction and inclination-distribution of fissures are
both apparent distributions. At the same time, the spatial
fracture density apparently seems to be the largest
(perpendicular to the borehole). Perhaps this is partly
rectified by the TERZAGHI (1965) correction, which, of
course, only works well with a larger number of fissures. 

Originally the Terzaghi correction was represented by the
following expression:

and the sum of statistical weight is: S S = 1 where ai is the plunge
of the i-th fissure and n is the number of detected fissures. Because
the number of fissures is finite and the number of very steep
fissures extremely small, this correction may give a too large
corrected statistical weight even to a single fissure, while there is
no information on the real frequency. Therefore in practice a
modified Terzaghi correction is applied, where the correction
factor is maximized. The modified core function is: 1/(cosa+f(a)),
which is equal to 1/cosa at an inclination smaller than 75°; above
75° the maximum is 7. 

No direct measurement data for the fracture aperture and
its distribution are available, since even with the tools
applied to detect fissures, only qualitative information can
be obtained. This is limited by the resolution of the BHTV
tool. Despite this fact, on the BHTV images, thin and thick
fissures can be distinguished, although the images do not
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1 Acoustic Borehole Televiewer is a special tool for making images on borehole
wall using acoustic beam for scanning. 
2 ImaGeo Corescanner is an automatic device for making photos of the outer
surface of core samples.



show the actual thickness of the fissures. The 1 MHz
transmitter frequency of the instrument allows a resolution
of up to about 1 mm. Owing to the 4 mm pitch between two
depth points, the 1 mm resolution is only valid for linear
shapes. Nevertheless, much thinner fissures can be detected
in a large part of the amplitude image. Usually the fracture is
surrounded by a narrow failure zone (in connection with the
formation of the fissure) from which the reflection is
weaker. This zone is the actual disturbed zone, and in the
case of many thin fissures it is much wider than the
resolution limit of the BHTV image. On the traveltime
images, fissures smaller than the size of the resolution limit
do not appear, even if they are open. But even in this case it
is generally expected that the wider fissures appear to be
wider on the BHTV amplitude image, because of the wider
failure zone around them. Therefore, in this sense, it is
information which has hardly been investigated at all on the
core, while that the based on the BHTV image allows the
relative ranking to be established. Especially in the case of
larger fissures, the core-sample study does not provide
information on the fracture aperture. After all, if the fissures
are open, parts of the core are separated, and therefore in
most cases it is impossible to determine the fracture
aperture.

The conductivity–porosity relationship, and the
conductivity–acoustic ∆t relationship might be considered
as indirect qualitative information on the fracture aperture.

Unlike the opening width on the length of fissures, the
implicit information cannot even be obtained; consequently,
it has to be assumed that it is directly proportional with the
fracture aperture. Other measurements can be extended with
similar logic to the space around the boreholes. It is likely
that the vertical size of the indication is proportional to its
horizontal size. This assumption, although very qualitative
in nature, cannot be replaced by any other approach without
a priori knowledge about an essentially unstratified media.
This simply follows from the trivial fact that the information
from the borehole represents lineside sampling. The relative
width of fissures might be concluded from the relationships
between physical parameters. Such parameters are the
electrical resistivity and acoustic parameters. 

The Specific Electric Resistivity of 

Fractured Rocks

The first part of this section is a qualitative description of
the specific electric resistivity of fractured rocks, followed
by the description of the quantitative model of specific
electric conductivity in fractured rocks.

Qualitative Description of the Specific Electric
Resistivity of Fractured Rocks

The electrical resistivity of the fractured rocks detects
fracturing and clayey alteration. The only exceptions are
rocks containing conductive and semi-conductive ore

minerals, as the rock minerals are generally insulators. This
means that their electrical resistivity is greater than 106

ohmm, or even higher, in the range 109–1011 ohmm (EGERER,
KERTÉSZ 1993). In contrast, specific electric resistivity of
even the fresh unaltered crystalline rocks is often much
lower than the above value—i.e. a few thousand ohmm.
Usually, the resistivity of the rocks, even with the largest
specific resistivity, is less than a few hundred thousand
ohmm. The explanation can be found in the conductivity-
increasing effect of microfissures.

The microfissures are usually filled with bound water.
Therefore, from an electrical point of view, an unaltered
(fresh) matrix can be considered as an insulator—i,e. it may
be treated as an infinite resistivity medium. Thus the
electrical conductivity, if the alteration accompanied by the
formation of clay minerals is disregarded, is essentially
controlled by the magnitude of the porosity, the spatial
distribution of the pores, and the conductivity of the pore-
filling fluid. 

The resultant electrical resistivity of the pore-filling
fluid, beside the constant conductivity of movable fluid, is a
function of the average fissure size because the internal
surfaces of rocks are covered by an adsorption water layer
with a much higher (one or two orders of magnitude) ion
concentration than that of movable water. As a result, the
resultant specific electrical conductivity of rocks is
controlled by the Adsorbtion Double Layer (Dual Water
Model, CLAVIER et al. 1977).

The Dual Water Model was originally elaborated for the
evaluation of shaley sandstones but it also gives a proper
explanation for fissured rocks. 

Formation of the Adsorbtion Double Layer is a
consequence of the unsaturated valencies and is also due to
the polar properties of water molecules. This is especially
characteristic for the clay minerals (albeit to a lesser extent)
everywhere. Surface charges of lattice defect origin can
always be found on the surface of the rocks. The clay
minerals always have a negative charge due to Si-Al
substitutions in the crystalline lattice, so a large amount of
cations are bound to their outer surface. The negative
charges and the nearest cations directly attached to the
surface, form the Helmholtz’s double layer. However, this is
only a rough approximation because the cations are
surrounded by a solvate layer made of polarised water
molecules.The layer made up of cations surrounded by
water molecules is the Stern Layer of the Dual Water Model
(CLAVIER et al. 1977). The cation surrounded by an ion
atmosphere occupies a much larger space than it would if it
was without this. Therefore, a single layer of cations on the
surface cannot compensate charges of the crystal lattice, the
layer being negative in the case of clay minerals. The
Gouy–Chapman Layer, which is suggested by the Dual
Water Model to be the actual adsorption layer, is connected
to the outside in order to ensure the electric balance. The
Stern Layer and Gouy–Chapman Layer are, considered
together, referred to as the Adsorption Double Layer. 
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The thickness of the Adsorption Double Layer is
controlled—even if free fluid is present—by the surface
charge density, the ion concentration rate of the movable
fluid, and the temperature-dependent ion mobility.
Therefore, the thickness of the Adsorption Double Layer, if
all other physical parameters are specified, may be
considered constant. The bulk volume of the adsorption layer
around the tiny clay scales, with an assumed 0.1 micron
thickness, corresponds to 10-15% porosity. The subcapillary
water between each clay mineral cluster does not really count
in association with the solid material, because its volume
also depends on the texture of the material and compaction;
thus in the lithological calculations it should be counted in
association with the porosity.

Another factor controlling the electrical resistivity is
the the path of electrical conduction, which is controlled
by tortuosity. In the case of constant porosity, if a fissure
size is much larger than the bound water layer thickness,
then the specific surface is proportional to the number of
fissures, and the greater the specific surface area the
greater the conductivity. If the bound water layer
thickness falls in the same order of magnitude as the
fracture aperture of the fissures (micro-fissures), then the
effect of tortuosity changes becomes the dominating
factor (Figure 1).

The subsequent non-conductive mineralisations (i.e.
calcite, quartz) change the fissure, which initially is a single

conductive plane, into a tortuous pore channel system. Due
to the micro-roughness on the surface (comparable in size
with those of the small fissure aperture range) the reduction
in thickness width should result in a substantially similar
outcome as in the case of mineralisation—namely, strongly
increasing tortuosity.

In the rocks containing mostly micro-fissures only, the
electrical resistivity strongly increases with the small
reduction of the average width of fissures. In the crystalline
rocks that are under the influence of a confining pressure
which increases with depth, the fracture aperture of the
micro-fissures may be reduced and therefore tortuosity
increases and the specific electrical resistivity also
increases.

Quantitative Model of the Specific Electric
Conductivity of Fractured Rocks 

In the fractured rocks the same physical phenomena
should be expected as in the case of rocks with intergranular
porosity. Therefore the Dual Water Model should also apply
to the latter. The change of conductivity is inversely
proportional to the distance away from the fissure wall
(Figure 2). 

In Figure 2, a the conductivity is changing continuously
(thick line) with the distance from the wall of pores or

fissures; in an approximate model the conductivity is constant
within the adsorption layer (thin line). Figure 2, b shows the
conductivity change of a fissure versus the fissure aperture.

In calculations3 using the Dual Water Model, constant
conductivity can be assumed for the irreducible bound water
near the pore wall (at constant temperature and constant
ionic concentration). The excess ion concentration starts to
decrease exponentially only outside this zone. Conductivity
change (Figure 2, a) within a fissure marked with the thin
curve can be described by the following formula:

σ = σ2 if x<xa and x>D–xa

σ = (σ2–σ1).a.exp(–(x–xa)/b) + a.exp(–(D–xa)/b) 
if xa<x<D–xa

This assumption is equivalent to the statement that, in
case of small fissure thickness, the dimensions of
irreducible bound water are comparable with the fissure
aperture and as a result the former may be substituted with
an average value. 

During the calculation the movable water conductivity
can also be treated as a constant value.

Conductivity of a single fissure, if modelled as a thin
lamina and also taking into account the Adsorption Double
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Figure 1. The effect of fracture
aperture on the quantity of bound

water 
A = rock matrix, B = bound water, C =

movable water 

1. ábra. A repedésvastagság hatása a
kötött víz mennyiségére 

A = kőzet, B = kötött víz, C = szabad víz

Figure 2. Conductivity vs porosity with constant fracture density
A(a) = distance from the pore wall (relative unit), B(b) = qualitative
conductivity (relative unit), C(a) = fracture aperture (relative unit), D(b) =
effective conductivity for one fissure (relative units); 1 relative unit on X axis =
0.005–0.1 µm (the thickness of the adsorption layer is under 0.01 µm) 

2. ábra. A vezetőképesség változása állandó repedéssűrűség és
változó porozitás mellett

A(a) = távolság a pórusfaltól feltételes egységben, B(b) = vezetőképesség
kvalitatív értéke feltételes egységben, C(a) = repedés-nyílásszélesség feltételes
egységben, D(b) = eredő vezetőképesség egy repedésre feltételes egységben; 1
feltételes egység az X tengelyen = 0,005–0,1 µm (a szorosan vett adszorpciós
réteg 0,01 µm alatti vastagságú) 

3 At constant temperature and constant ionic concentration.



Layer, can be described as the function of fissure thickness
using the integral below Figure 2, a: 1_keplet

and it can be seen in Figure 2, b. According to the modelling
curve, for thin fissures the thickness dependence of
conductivity is much stronger than for the thicker ones. This
means that, even without the assumption of the tortuosity
effect, the thickness dependence of conductivity can be
decomposed to two distinct phases. 

In the first section of the curve thin fissures are
commensurate with the thickness of the Adsorption Double
Layer—where hypothetic conductivity is one to two orders
of magnitude larger than that of movable water—while in
the second section, the Adsorption Double Layer effect is
negligible. The depicted function increases monotonically
because it comes from one single fracture and, therefore,
fissure aperture increases with the porosity as well. As is
consistent with practical observations, in the mechanically
altered rocks containing ruptures (mainly with wide
openings) the model predicts only modest differences in the
conductivity versus fracture aperture. In other words, this
means that the electric drive between rocks containing a lot
of open fissures is of little difference. The fissures represent
a suitable medium for continuous shearwave propagation
from the seismic point of view, and are also associated with
internal residual debris covering a similar specific surface
area. (The characteristic acoustic wave propagation velocity
in the latter is much smaller than in fresh unaltered rocks.)

The conductivity under constant porosity is shown by
the following: 2_keplet

where 
fa = thickness of the fissures,
da = the thickness of the adsorption layer4,
σ1 = free fluid conductivity,
σ2 = bound fluid conductivity,
f (t) = quantity which is proportional to the tortuosity.

As a first approximation, f (t) is considered to be
proportional to the following term f(t) = fa/(fa–2 da)—i.e. the
fissure-opening angle increases with a decrease in the
tortuosity. In cases where the fissures are smaller than the
thickness of the adsorption layer, it can be stated that the
smaller the fissure-opening angle, the larger the tortuosity.
At the same time a higher electrical resistivity can also be
expected (Figure 3). In Figure 3 conductivity is illustrated as
a function of the fracture aperture (fa); while f (t), σ1, σ2, da

are constant, the the curves differ in their porosity.

It can be seen from the above that a certain pore diameter
under a fixed porosity conductivity takes a constant value,
which is defined by the conductivity of free water.

Sonic Properties of 

Fractured Rocks

From an acoustic point of view, the fractured rocks are
hard formations, which means that the velocity of
transversal waves in the rock exceeds the longitudinal wave
velocity in the drilling liquid.

As a first approach it can be presumed that the typical
acoustic wave propagation time of the rock matrixes is
constant, which means that the wave-propagation time
depends more on the mechanical properties of the rock and
less on their chemical composition.

(Naturally, this assumption is not true in the high-
velocity range, because the petrological characteristics
related to the differences in the variability of consistency are
registered. In other words, in this case this means that the
acoustic parameters give similar results to the natural
gamma activity measurements—i.e. information about the
material of the rocks).

However, it has to be taken into account that the
parameters of fresh rocks are approximately in the 50 µs/m
range, which is about a 10% change in the porosity.

In practice, the whole range of the change at a borehole
resulting from the material of the rocks, even in
metamorphic rocks is, at a maximum, one-third of the above
value.

The absolute error of the time measurement can be considered
as constant because it comes from cycle skipping; therefore the
error of velocity is proportional to the velocity itself. The length of
one half period is 25 µs at the frequency of 20 kHz. This means an
error of ±300 m/s at 5 000 m/s velocity for a 2 m sonde length. This
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4 This represents a layer of ion-rich bound water on the surface with good
electrical conductivity. A more detailed explanation is given in another part of
this study (see “Qualitative Description of the Specific Electric Resistivity of

Fractured Rocks”).

Figure 3. Conductivity as a function of the average pore diameter
(fracture aperture) under constant porosity 

The curves differ from each other in their porosity. A = fracture aperture in
relative units, 1 relative unit is the thickness of the adsorption layer. B = pore
volume

3. ábra. Vezetőképesség az átlagos pórusátmérő (repedésvastagság)
függvényében konstans porozitás mellett

A görbék a hozzájuk tartozó porozitásban különböznek. A = repedésnyílás-
szélesség feltételes egységekben, a feltételes egység az adszorbciós kötött
vízréteg vastagsága; B = pórus (hézag)-térfogat



means that the differences between various rock matrix velocities
are approximately equal to the expected error of measurement, and
are therefore neglible with respect to geomechanic properties. 

The velocity relationship of acoustic wave varieties to
each other—e.g., the longitudinal, transversal and the
Stoneley waves—largely depends on the resistance of the
matrix of the rocks against shearing forces.

In principle, if the individual fissure sizes are constant,
the increase in the number of closed micro-fractures would
linearly increase the wave propagation. However, this does
not match the observations.The micro-fractures affecting
the wave propagation have to be in some kind of relationship
with each other5. The unconnected, discrete micro-fractures
may have no effect on the shortest path length, because they
could completely fall out of the minimum time/energy
propagation path. Although, they do not reduce propagation
time, they are able to absorb part of the energy of the
propagating wave. The acoustic wave-propagation time
could significantly be increased by clayness. This is a
complex phenomenon; it consists of the direct matrix effect
and the effect of the varying volume of bound water. The
question is whether the clay mineralisation itself or the
geometric effect associated with bound water is more
significant. This was investigated on the basis of neutron
porosity – ∆t crossplot (Figure 4). 

The neutron porosity – ∆t crossplot was plotted using
averaged data for every 1 m interval, using the measurement
data from six boreholes drilled through granite. This
crossplot verifies that, with respect to the acoustic wave
propagation, clay mineralisation (which has a small effect
on the ∆t characteristic of the rock matrix—e.g.
hydrothermal chloritisation6) has to be distinguished from
the clayey alteration which increases the acoustic ∆t. The
clayey alteration is probably formed at low temperatures and
contains substantial amounts of reversibly removed bound
water. Most of this water does not belong to adsorption
water but to subcapillary water; this may be considered as a
part of the total porosity.

During the modelling of the acoustic wave propagation,
the velocity in the potential porosity range in fresh rocks
with high velocities is free of surface effects. Thus the
Raymer–Hunt equation gives a nearly similar result to the
Wyllie equation7. Therefore, in this case and considering the
connection between the electric characteristics and the
acoustic wave propagation peculiarities, it does not matter,
which equation is considered. With fractured rocks the
Raymer–Hunt equation gives a somewhat lower
propagation time:

V(m/s)= (1–Φ)2 Vm + Φ Vf

To give an example: if it assumed that the micro
fissures—initially representing a porosity of 0.1% with an
average thickness of 10 mm due to the loosening—
experienced a 50-fold dilation, then 5% porosity is
obtained with 0.5 mm-thick fissures. Then, according to
the mean time equation, acoustic velocity can be expected
to decrease by 700-800 m/s, which is about 1/8-th of the
presumed 5,500 m/s velocity. Concluding from the
measured ∆t wave propagation time, the increase in the
wave propagation path length can be stronger than linear
with respect to increasing fracture porosity. In order to
achieve a much higher degree of deceleration than that
which can be measured in loose fractured rocks, alteration
of the rock material (which means mainly clay
mineralisation) is needed. Nevertheless, with fissures
having a greater thickness, a significant acoustic velocity
reduction factor is the geometric effect due to the two-
dimensional nature of the fissures; thus in this case the
Raymer–Hunt equation should be used. It can be seen that
the velocity magnitude in the weathered zone primarily
depends on the average path length in the rock matrix, and
there is a linear relationship between porosity and the VP

only in the case of small porosities.
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Figure 4. Neutron porosity – ∆t crossplot 
A = neutron porosity or limestone equivalent porosity, ∆t = characteristic
acoustic travel time; GI to GIV = parts of the weathering zone of granite—the
highest number is the least weathered, GV = granite unaffected from surface
effects (A = upper part, B = lower part). The A, B, C, D and E cycles are the units
of the formations covering the granite (Udvari Loess and Tengelic Red Clay)
determined by the geophysical sections, L = range of scattering, W = Wyllie
equation, M = rock matrix line, K = chlorite point

4. ábra. Neutronporozitás–∆t-keresztdiagram 
A = neutronporozitás vagy mészkőekvivalens porozitás, ∆t = fajlagos akusztikus
hullámterjedési idő; GI–IV = a gránit mállási zónájának részei, a legmagasabb
sorszámú a legkevésbé bontott, GV = a felszíni hatásoktól érintetlen gránit (A =
felső rész, B = alsó rész). Az A, B, C, D és E ciklusok a gránitot fedő összlet
(Udvari Lösz és Tengelici Vörösagyag) geofizikai szelvények alapján
megállapított egységei. L = szórási tartomány, W = Wyllie-formula, M =
kőzetmátrixvonal, K = kloritpont

5 The interconnection was made in a way that it affected the length of the
wave propagation path.
6 The chlorite itself is a sheet silicate but it is considered to be a significant
part of the clay; therefore in the technical literature of well-logging it is
classified to be a clay mineral (SERRA 1984) 
7 ∆t = Φ ∆t˙f +(1–Φ) ∆t˙m, where ∆t˙f and ∆t˙m ~ fluid and the rock matrix
acoustic propagation time characteristic to the fluid and rock matrix,
respectively.



In the range of small ∆t (high velocity) of the neutron
porosity – ∆t crossplot, the straight line drawn at the lower
limit of the range of cluster of points (boundary line) could
be regarded as a kind of  matrix line which, in a definite case,
is described by the following equation (Figure 4):

∆t (microseconds) = 172.5 (ms) +0.8 × ΦN (%).

Or in another form for the compressional velocity: 

This boundary line contains the points where acoustic ∆t
is minimal at a given neutron-porosity value. This
physically means that, in the case of the points of the
boundary line, the increase in ∆t is solely related to the
growth of the neutron porosity of the rock matrix, and in
principle has nothing to do with the true porosity.

It follows that, within the granite, where the maximum rate
of chloritisation according to ΦN – ∆t crossplot is no more than
30%, the maximum value of ∆t is only 184 microseconds/m—
i.e. 5,440 m/s. The maximum fluctuation of acoustic velocity
caused by the changes of the rock matrix composition is only
360 m/s. Therefore, the variation is ±3.2%, which is around
5,620 m/s as a mean value. Consequently, if ∆t = 178
microseconds/m (to 5,600 m/s or equivalent) is assumed for the
matrix, the calculated error of ±1.14% porosity should arise,
which is only significant in the case of small porosities.

Thus it is apparent that the velocity is nearly in closer
contact with the porosity in the case of the crystalline rocks
with little porosity, than is indicated by other porosity-
sensitive methods.

It has to be noted that this is only an apparent feature, because the
sampling rate of 4µs is comparable with the error of ±5.6 µs (which
occurs when not taking into consideration the chloritisation effect). 

In this case, however, porosity filled with bound water
associated with low-temperature clay mineralisation may be
calculated as part of the total porosity. This is because it has
a significant impact on all three porosity-tracking methods.
The apparent neutron porosity of hydrothermal alterations is
really only apparent, and should not be counted in the total
porosity, as it has a significant impact only on the neutron
porosity.

For a different type of crystalline rock, also with a two-
component matrix, the crossplot would be similar, but the
equation would be different. The ∆t of the “chlorite”
component could be obtained by substituting the theoretical
neutron porosity (47.5%) of the chlorite into the equation of the
boundary line8. This corresponds to 210.5 microseconds/m,
(4 750 m/s), which is essentially the same velocity value (Vp)
as in the Boda Siltstone Formation. 

The Boda Siltstone Formation in the Western part of the
Mecsek Mountains is a highly consolidated argillitic formation of
Permian age with a relatively high albite content. 

The formation very similar in terms of geomechanics to
the granite. The relation between neutron porosity and
acoustic ∆t in consolidated argillitic rock is similar to that in
plutonic magmatic rocks (Figure 7). It can be concluded that
the presence of clay significantly affects the acoustic
propagation velocity only if it contains subcapillary and
capillary water; the latter can be removed by drying.

So far the conclusion is that, while the theoretical
neutron porosity is a fixed value which is related to the
stoichiometric formula, for ∆t there is no such relationship.
The material quality is only present if the rock is free of
fissuring and the rock matrix effect is dominant on ∆t. The
general equation for the evaluation curves, which is
henceforward called the amended Raymer equation, is the
following: 

A) ∆t(ms/m) = 1/(Vm(100–(F+ Φm)/(100–Φm))2.75 +
Vf((Φ–Φm)/(100–Φm))2.75) 

where Φm = the matrix neutron porosity.

The “Φm = 0%” equation expresses the relationship
between total porosity (Φt) and ∆t.

Because porosity expressed as a function of ∆t is a
bivalent function, instead of A) the exponential ap-
proximation of it should be used: 

∆t =172(µs/m)e0.03378 Φt 

r2 = 0.998 is the regression coefficient.

A rearrangement of this is: Φt (%) = 29.6 (µs/m) ×
ln(∆t)(µs/m)–152.35 (Figure 5).

Note that this equation gives the correct result for water-
saturated loess (in Figures 4, 5 and 6 part of the cluster of
points with the largest ∆t with maximum porosity) and
Pleistocene sands. 

The author reached this conclusion by comparing the porosity
tracking methods derived from other areas, but explanation of that
conclusion does not fit into the framework of this article.

Thus this equation it can be regarded as more general
than follows from the scheduled task. The likely reason is
that, whether it comes from fracturing or from Pannonian
sediments, in each case it has to do with the cementation of
the matrix; the latter may be associated with the acoustic
wave propagation time. The common feature is the average
path length through the rock matrix, which gets longer with
the stronger cementation of the rock. The cementation of
loose sedimentary rocks is inversely proportional to the
porosity. It can be suggested in the case of fractured rocks
that the average path length in the rock matrix is inversely
proportional to the power of fracture density greater than
one. The fracture density and total porosity (Φt) at low
porosities are directly proportional to each other, but a
greater fracture density does not necessarily mean greater
porosity. This is shown empirically in the present study, in
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8 In the Western Atlas tutorial, the HI of chlorite is 0.32 while that of kaolinite
is 0.37. However, from a stochiometric constitution it follows that HI is 0.36 for
chlorite and kaolinite, respectively. The neutron porosity of kaolinite is 47% and
there is no evidence for the significant non-equality of the two minerals. Because
of the iron content, the neutron porosity of chlorite is expected to be a little bit
larger (Western Atlas 1985). 
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Figure 5. Neutron porosity – ∆t crossplot, Borehole Üh–3 with the indication of exponential approximation 
A = neutron porosity or limestone equivalent porosity, ∆t = characteristic acoustic travel time; GI to GIV = parts of the weathering zone of granite, the highest
number is the least weathered, GV = granite unaffected from surface effects (A = upper part, B = lower part). The A, B, C, D and E cycles are the units of the
formations covering the granite (Udvari Loess and Tengelic Red Clay) determined by the geophysical sections, MR = modified Raymer equation, W = Wyllie
equation, M = rock matrix line, EA = exponential approximation of modified Raymer equation

5. ábra. Az Üveghuta Üh–3 fúrás neutronporozitás–∆t-keresztdiagramja az exponenciális közelítés feltüntetésével 
A = neutronporozitás vagy mészkőekvivalens porozitás, ∆t = fajlagos akusztikus hullámterjedési idő; GI–IV = a gránit mállási zónájának részei, a legmagasabb
sorszámú a legkevésbé bontott, GV = a felszíni hatásoktól érintetlen gránit (A = felső rész, B = alsó rész). Az A, B, C, D és E ciklusok a gránitot fedő összlet (Udvari
Lösz és Tengelici Vörösagyag) geofizikai szelvények alapján megállapított egységei. MR = módosított Raymer-egyenlet, W = Wyllie-formula, M = kőzetmátrixvonal,
EA = a módosított Raymer-egyenlet exponenciális közelítése

Figure 6. Neutron porosity – ∆t crossplot, Borehole Üh–4, with the indication of exponential approximation
A = neutron porosity or limestone equivalent porosity, ∆t = characteristic acoustic travel time; GI to GIV = parts of the weathering zone of granite—the highest
number is the least weathered, GV = granite unaffected from surface effects (A = upper part, B = lower part). The A, B, C, D and E cycles are the units of the
formations covering the granite (Udvari Loess and Tengelic Red Clay) determined by the geophysical sections, MR = modified Raymer equation, W = Wyllie
equation, M = rock matrix line, EA = exponential approximation of modified Raymer equation

6. ábra. Az Üveghuta Üh–4 fúrás neutronporozitás–∆t-keresztdiagramja az exponenciális közelítés feltüntetésével 
A = neutronporozitás vagy mészkőekvivalens porozitás, ∆t = fajlagos akusztikus hullámterjedési idő; GI–IV = a gránit mállási zónájának részei, a legmagasabb
sorszámú a legkevésbé bontott, GV = a felszíni hatásoktól érintetlen gránit (A = felső rész, B = alsó rész). Az A, B, C, D és E ciklusok a gránitot fedő összlet (Udvari
Lösz és Tengelici Vörösagyag) geofizikai szelvények alapján megállapított egységei. MR = módosított Raymer-egyenlet, W = Wyllie-formula, M = kőzetmátrixvonal,
EA = a módosított Raymer-egyenlet exponenciális közelítése



the chapter “Comparison of the Fracture Density Measured
and Calculated Physical Parameters”. 

The ∆t, at least by comparing geomechanic parameters
measured on core samples and the calculated parameters of
well-logging measurements, depends on the pressure as
well. The ∆t values for clays, given in indicator tables
(Western Atlas), are unrealistically high (212 ms/ft or 695
ms/m) and suspiciously close to the specific time of the
acoustic wave propagation of water. It is more likely that the
characteristic velocity for clays in a completely dry state
is—similarly to micas (6000 m/s)—a large value.
Calculated from the bottom boundary line of the cluster
point this value is around 4700-4800 m/s (210 ms/m). This is
also verified by a crossplot recorded in a pure argillite
(Figure 7), where the smallest ∆t values belonging to a given
neutron porosity are close to the mentioned 210 ms/m; this is
only approximately 30 ms/m more than that of typical clay-
mineral free granite. 

The presence of sheet silicates does not have a strong effect
on acoustic properties. This is supported by crossplots for the
Mórágy Granite (Figures 4, 5 and 6) and Boda Siltstone
(Figure 7). Accordingly, the high velocity drop in any case
should be linked to a greater quantity of reducible water.

This reducible water contains a part of the bound water,
but excludes the layer directly linked to the surface—i.e. the
outer Helmholtz layer of the cations covered by the ionic
atmosphere. In the crossplot recorded in Borehole Üh–4
(Figure 6), smaller neutron porosities may correspond to large
∆t, which clearly indicates the effect of fracturing. It is
remarkable that many points fall on the curve that starts from

the minimum FN and ∆t point. This indicates, on the one hand,
the stronger tectonised state of the rock, and on the other hand
reinforces the idea that the presence of an open fissure system
may cause stronger increases in ∆t vs F than inferred by the
average time equation; furthermore, it may be even stronger
than the result produced by the Raymer equation.

Consequently, the porosity calculated from ∆t—which
in principle may be identified with the true porosity as Dt—
is not very sensitive to the matrix composition. Therefore
the determination of the material composition is based on
the neutron porosity – density crossplot. Based on the
location of crossplot points, it can be stated that for the
granite, and possibly for other crystalline rocks with
fissures, the Raymer–Hunt equation better approximates the
actual porosity – ∆t interrelation than the mean time
(Wyllie) equation. In specific cases, however, it should be
noted that the porosity dependence of ∆t can only be
described clearly by the Raymer equation (for the whole
range of porosity) if the exponent is 2.75. The appropriate
0% total porosity point in the crossplot is designated by the
current matrix porosity point.

Comparison of measurements for the Mórágy Granite
confirms the hypothesis that the acoustic wave propagation
time, characteristic for a dry rock matrix only containing
irreducible hydrogen, slightly depends on its chemical and
mineralogical composition. What is interpreted as a matrix
effect in reality is neither largely nor purely a matrix effect,
because the impact of reducible water is also included. The
presence of clay minerals (clay mineralisation) itself has
only a relatively minor effect on the acoustic propagation
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Figure 7. Relation between neutron porosity and acoustic ∆t in consolidated argillitic rock 
Bat–4 = measurements of Borehole Bat–4 drilled in Boda Siltstone Formation, R = Raymer equation, MR = modified Raymer equation, W = Wyllie equation, M =
rock matrix line, A = neutron porosity or limestone equivalent porosity, ∆t = characteristic acoustic travel time. The second ∆t axis belongs to the point cluster,
whereas the left one belongs to the curves of Figures 5 and 6. Hence, the maximum ∆t differs from that of granite by about 30-40 µs/m 

7 ábra. A neutronporozitás – akusztikus ∆t-összefüggés konszolidált argillitben 
Bat–4 = a Bodai Aleurolit Formációt harántoló Bat–4 fúrás mérésértékei, R = Raymer-egyenlet, MR = módosított Raymer-egyenlet, W = Wyllie-formula, M =
kőzetmátrixvonal, A = neutronporozitás vagy mészkőekvivalens porozitás, ∆t = fajlagos akusztikus hullámterjedési idő. A második ∆t tengely tartozik a
ponthalmazhoz, az 5. és 6. ábrán is látható függvénygörbékhez pedig a balra lévő, vagyis a maximális ∆t kb. 30-40 µs/m-rel tér el a gránitra jellemzőtől



velocity. In contrast to the clay formation (clayey alteration),
the specific acoustic velocity is greatly reduced, whereas it
results in a relatively low increase in the neutron porosity.
The clayey alteration in terms of acoustic wave propagation
means that the existence of reducible water saturation is
assumed in the rock.

Here clay mineralisation means the presence of frequent clay
minerals regardless of the compaction state—i.e. reducible water
content, arrangement, and voids—while clayey alteration involves
not only the presence of some specific minerals, but the forming of
voids, the decrease of mechanical properties and the increase of
reducible water. 

Based on the examined measurements, it can be
concluded that fracturing does not necessarily result in a
clay mineralisation which affects the entire rock volume. A
slight fracture may only cause a discernible porosity
anomaly if—during the mineralisation of the clay and, later,
during the clayey alteration—a large-pore volume is
formed. Evidence for the existence of such a pore volume is
the good correlation between the calculated porosity from
radioactive measurements and BHTV fracture density. The
lowest Vp values for the tectonic zones generally and

typically coincide with small values of natural gamma
activity and high neutron-porosity values. This suggests that
the rock is impermeable largely because the pore volume is
filled with bound water.

The Fracture Density for Comparing 

the Measured 

and Calculated Physical Parameters

The indications given by borehole imaging tools can be
quantitatively compared in many different ways with other
geophysical logging methods. In order to do this the image
must be transformed into a well-log. In the case of the acoustic
BHTV, at the first convenient opportunity the individual
amplitude curves measured along the generatrix belonging to
different directions should be added up; the average value
should then be taken, and this should be followed by a
comparison with the acoustic velocities (Figure 8)

The fissure (crack) density curve is produced on the
basis of all fissure indications given by the BHTV tadpole
image, so that the number of fissures (n) is plotted per metre
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Figure 8. Amplitude curves of BHTV belonging to different direction correlated with acoustic velocity and attenuation
M(m) = depth(m), A-0° … A-315° = BHTV amplitude curve in the direction of 0° … 315° azimuth, B = BHTV average amplitude, C = compressinal acoustic velocity
(Vp[m/s]), D = acoustic attenuation

8. ábra. Különböző azimutú BHTV amplitudógörbék és az átlagamplitudó összehasonlítása az akusztikus sebességgel és csillapítással 
M(m) = mélység(m), A-0° … A-315° = BHTV amplitudógörbe a 0° … 315° azimutirányban, B = BHTV átlag amplitudó, C = akusztikus kompressziósebesség
(Vp[m/s]), D = akusztikus csillapítás



(n/m). However, the relationship between RQD (the
quantity proportional to fracturing) and well-logging
parameters also has to be investigated. The fissure density
can be made by applying a number of variations, according to
the categories of fissures (Figure 9). The figure shows that the

fissure density of full sine, or circumferential fissures and
electrical resistivity curves, are the most similar in shape.

RQD is a characteristic feature for the segmentation and
alteration of core samples taken from the borehole. According to its
definition, RQD (%) is the total summarised length of core sample
pieces longer than 10 cm in the test section (i.e. the ratio of the test
section length multiplied by 100). The core samples that are longer
than 10 cm, but which are not significantly consistent, are not
recorded in the length of the intact core pieces (DEERE 1964).

Those sedimentary rocks which can be measured with
BHTV essentially belong to the fractured rock category.
The difference is that the original stratification is also
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Figure 9. Comparison of different fracture density sections and
traditional measurements 

M = depth, B = short (shorter than 2π) fissures (1/m), C = neutron porosity, D
= long (4π) fissures (1/m), E = resistivity, F = not totally(between 2π and 4π)
sinus-period fissures (1/m)

9. ábra. Különböző kategóriájú repedéssűrűség-szelvények és
hagyományos mérések összehasonlítása 

M = mélység, B = rövid (rövidebb mint 2π) repedések (1/m), C = neutron-
porozitás, D = hosszú, teljesen körbefutó (4π) repedések(1/m), E = fajlagos
elektromos ellenállás, F = nem teljesen körbefutó (2π és 4π közt) repedések
(1/m)

Figure 10. Correlation of fracture density with some measured and calculated porosity follower logs
M = depth (m), A = calculated porosity, B = acoustic Vp velocity, C = fracture density, D = acoustic porosity, E = resistivity, F = arctg (gamma ray/neutron porosity)

10. ábra. BHTV repedéssűrűség-szelvények és különböző mért és számított porozitáskövető görbék összehasonlítása 
M = mélység (m), A = számított porozitás, B = akusztikus Vp sebesség, C = repedéssűrűség, D = akusztikus porozitás, E = fajlagos elektromos ellenállás, 
F = arctg (természetes gamma/neutronporozitás)



detectable with the borehole imaging methods—i.e. these
rocks seem to be fissured rock with an oriented texture. This
phenomenon can be expected in the Boda Siltstone
Formation, which is seismically as hard as granite.

In well-log evaluation, seismically hard rock is a medium in
which the Vs shear wave velocity exceeds 1 500 m/s; in other
words, it can be detected on the full wave sonic shear-wave arrival.
In effect, this means a Vp compressional velocity of at least 3 000
m/s. In soil mechanics a rock with 800 m/s Vs velocity is
considered as consolidated rock.

During the comparison of the physical parameters
related in some form to rock porosity, or to derived
quantities, the relationship of these parameters with fissure
density was studied. For the sake of completeness, not only
the associations between physical parameters, sensitivity
fracturing, and fracture density were analysed, but also their
mutual relations. Taking into account the fact that the actual
fissure volume in the fresh, unaltered, visually porosity-free
granite should be negligible (1%), the calculated porosity
based on the crossplot of nuclear porosity follower methods
is too large (often over 10%). 

Nevertheless, the fissure density derived from BHTV
measurements and the porosity from nuclear measurements
correlate well (Figure 10). (The measurements represent the
resulting porosity from neutron porosity and density in the
fresh granite, the latter being free of surface alteration
effects.) Taking into account the fact that the correlation of
the neutron porosity with density refers to a real pore
volume—i.e. to the low fissure volume—a relatively (but
significant) increasing effect on matrix porosity must be
assumed. It follows that where there is a good fit between the
curves, only a pore volume somehow connected to the
fracture system exists; this system is filled with water. This
pore-space, together with the real fissure porosity is
considered, as the full or total porosity, which includes both
the bound and free pore water. The prevalent part of the
resulting porosity, in the case of the narrow fissures, is likely
to be filled with bound water, since this mainly belongs to
clayey alteration related to the fissures. The real fissure
volume is only a small fraction of the total pore volume. In
essence, the significant decrease in velocity observed in the
degraded zones is linked to the increase of total pore space,
the micro-fissures and the clayey alterations. The various
measured and calculated curves of the fresh granite only
differ slightly from each other.

The shape of the Vp curve differs significantly from the
calculated porosity at less than 125 m depth (weathering
zone). In order to describe the entire interval of the
penetrated granite material with a single equation, the
relationship between the parameters may not be linear,
therefore a Wyllie equation is not valid (Figure 10, the
leftmost column). Alternatively, the weathering zone may
also be modellised by the mean time equation using
different parameters than those used for fresh granite. The
relation between fissure density and porosity varies in a
similar manner (Figure 10, left column 2)—i.e.fissure
density in the weathered zone may be more strongly amplified

than is the case with the porosity. It follows that the fissure
density and Vp curve (Figure 11, rightmost column) fit much
better to each other than the porosity Vp pair.

During the clayey alteration of granite, the loss of the radioactivity
and the increase in neutron porosity are interrelated
processes.Therefore the ratio of these parameters is characteristic to
the alteration and for the characterisation of the alteration coefficient,
the P = arctg (natural gamma activity / neutron porosity) quantity
should be used. The P function means that all points on the neutron
porosity – gamma activity crossplot can be characterised by a
directional vector. This avoids the need to give a variety of different
indices to unaltered rocks with various gamma ray activities. The
neutron porosity of unaltered rock is small (less than 5%), so all the
points on the crossplot represent a rock fall in the same direction. The
alteration rate is characterised by the angle of revolution from the gamma
ray axis. 

The shape of the electrical resistivity curve of the
weathering zone is more similar to the shape of the
arctg(Tg/Por)9 chemical alteration index (the small values
of this indicate the largest amount of clay) than that of the
fissure density curve. Generally, there is a better
correlation between the electrical resistivity and the
chemical alteration than between the resistivity and the
fissure density or Vp. This is consistent with the electrical
conductivity, which is of a proportion-of-fissure-surface
nature. In the weathered zone, where the bulk of the wider
fissures can be found, many relatively low-conductivity
pore-filling fluids are also present. The good correlation
between the chemical alteration index and resistivity is the
consequence of the clay mineral alteration of fissure
surfaces, such as conductivity of the weathered zone, and
the growth of the neutron porosity with a decreasing
radioactive material content.

In the entire test range (fresh granite and weathering
belt) the good relations between physical parameters mean
essentially they are linear in nature, or may be transformed
into linear form. For example, such interrelation exists in the
relationship between acoustic velocity and fissure density.
Its physical background is that the velocity is controlled by
the average path length of waves in rock matrix, and only at
small porosities is the relationship linear between porosity
and Vp. In the altered zones, the decrease in acoustic
velocity is greater than would be expected from the fracture
density and this is probably related to the open fissures. The
common property of the open fissures and fissures filled
with clay is a break in the continuity of the solid matrix and
a reduction of the path length; however, this can be
completed continuously in the medium. The relationship
between the electrical resistivity and the Vp of the
weathering zone is different from the one in fresh granite.
The question is: how can the specific acoustic wave
propagation time  be proportional to fissure density and total
porosity at the same time? This would not be possible
without the fissure density being proportional to the total
porosity. As this is not the case—i.e. the average thicknesses
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9 Tg = natural gamma activity, Por = neutron porosity.



of the fissures are different from each other in each depth
interval, —different equations will descibe the relation
between fracture density and volume represented by fissures
in each depth interval. (It is important to note that what is
treated as fissure density is in fact only the number of
fissures/m that fall in the detectable size range of the tool
used.) Electrical resistivity have a direct relation with the
geomechanic parameters, if its relation with the volume of
the fracture system is similar to that of the acoustic wave
propagation. In other words, the electrical resistivity can
only be proportional to the volume of fissures, as long as it is
true that the surface conductivity corresponds to the volume
conductivity. This, of course, is not true in the weathering
zone, because beside the bound water free-moving fluid is
present. Therefore the decrease of resistivity at the open
fractures is smaller than that which would follow from the
increase of total porosity.

According to the regression coefficient established on
the basis of crossplots (Figure 11), the closest correlation
can be found between ∆t or the calculated velocity from it,
and the fracture density. Almost as good—although
representing the opposite—a correlation is observed in the

fracture density and the electric resistivity or its reciprocal,
the conductivity. The worst regression coefficients were
found for the correlation of porosity, calculated from
neutron porosity and density vs fissure density; even so, this
correlation is still definitely recognisable. It should be noted
that the correlation gained from crossplots is strongly
influenced by the ways information is obtained.

This means that the correlation is also influenced by
vertical resolution. This takes into account the fact that it can
be assumed that the real relationships are closer than would
result from the regression coefficients. For example, fissure
density logs are a priori made up of 1 metre averages of dots,
which at the same time represent the sampling rate. This is
close to the averaging effect of an acoustic probe, although
the sampling rate is 10 cm; this means that for an acoustic
probe there are 2 m averages for every 10 cm; in principle
this can vary within one metre, while there is only 1 fissure
density datum for 1 m. A further source of error which,
increases the variance, occurs if any well-log includes its
own noise-like error. The resulting (total) porosity –fissure
density correlation has smaller regression coefficients than
that of the chemical alteration index – fissure density
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Figure 11. Crossplots of the fissure density and other parameters 
A = fracture density, Vp = compressional wave velocity, ∆t = specific wave propagation time, B = calculated porosity, C = resistivity, D = arctg(gamma ray/neutron
porosity), E = conductivity; Y = function of second degree fitting; a = granite unaffected from surface effects, b = altered zone, c = altered zone (lower part), N =
linear fitting, W = power fitting, G = logarithmic fitting. The blue and red characters (crossplot in lower middle position) indicate the points of the weathering zone

11. ábra. A repedéssűrűség és a többi paraméter keresztdiagramjai
A = repedéssűrűség, Vp = kompressziós hulámterjedési sebesség, ∆t = fajlagos hullámterjedési idő, B = számított porozitás, C = ellenállás, D = arctg(természetes
gamma /neutronporozitás), E = vezetőképesség; Y = a pontokra illesztett másodfokú függvény; a = a felszíni hatásoktól érintetlen gránit, b = mállási zóna, c = mállási
zóna (alsó rész), N = a pontokra illesztett lineáris függvény, W = a pontokra illeszett hatványfüggvény, G = a pontokra illesztett logaritmus függvény. A kék, illetve
piros szín (alsó középső keresztdiagram) a mállási öv pontjait jelöli



correlation. The main reason is that the relative uncertainty
about porosity calculated from density is larger than that of
the natural gamma ray activity, which also affects the
regression.

Relationship between 

the Fissure Density and Vp/Vs 

In the case of constant fissure density and thin
fissures, shear-wave velocity should be reduced with the
increase of fissure aperture. This results in an increase in
the Vp/Vs ratio, as well as the electrical conductivity. The
latter is a consequence of the electrical conductivity
model (Figure 2). 

These conclusions arising from theoretical models are
directly supported by the BHTV measurements, with the
examples of the practical measurements and crossplot,
respectively.In the crossplots the electrical conductivity
was plotted against RQD fragmentation values and the
fracture density function coming from BHTV, re-
spectively (Figures 12 and 13). The third parameter of the
crosplots is the Vp/Vs ratio, which is plotted with a colour
code. Electrical conductivity will be greater for larger
Vp/Vs values with the same fracturing and RQD
fragmentation.

According to Figures 12 and 13, the main point is that
the smaller Vp/Vs-s correspond to lower conductivity—
i.e. to larger resistivity. In principle, a qualitatively
direct proportional, though nonlinear relationship is
assumed between the fissure density and Vp/Vs ratio.
Based on the Figure, the big change in electric
conductivity is caused by a large change in fissure
aperture which justifies the model curves of Figure 2.
However, this in turn draws attention to the importance

of sonic Vs velocity (shear-wave) measurements as well.
In the case of thin fissures which represent only a small
overall porosity, the fixed Vp/Vs ratio means the same
quality of fissures. This quality is independent of the
fissure density (geometrical parameters of the
individual fissures are considered to be equivalent), so it
follows that the conductivity at fixed fissure aperture
depends only linearly on fissure density. 

The linear dependence of the conductivity on the fissure
density is consistent with the expected conductivity in the case of
both the tube bundle model of conductivity and also the expected
conductivity of fissures of similar thickness. These are electrically
switched in parallel, thus providing an analogous model to the
previous one.

This result confirms the hypothesis, that neither BHTV
fissure density, nor RQD core fragmentation in itself,
associate directly with other physical parameters. In
contrast, without the knowledge of fissure density, the
parameters characteristic for the electrical resistivity and
acoustic velocity relationship (fissure aperture, water
permeability)—essentially, the hydrogeological features—
could not be confirmed properly. These considerations are
supported by a good correlation between the filtration
coefficients, estimated with an empirical formula from
well-logs (ZILAHI-SEBESS et al. 2007), and filtration
coefficients from short-term hydraulic tests (rapid tests,
MOLNÁR et al. 2000).

The local rock model based on the relationship between
electrical resistivity and acoustic velocity can be outlined as
follows. The collective model of two methods is obtained
from the electrical resistivity-porosity and fissure aperture-
dependent model, and from the acoustic ∆t porosity
dependency. 
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Figure 12. Conductivity as a function of RQD
RQD = rock-quality designation, B = conductivity, Vp/Vs = compressional wave
velocity/shear wave velocity ratio 

12. ábra. Vezetőképesség az RQD függvényében
RQD = fúrómag-tagoltságot jellemző szám, B = vezetőképesség, Vp/Vs =
kompresszióshullám-sebesség/nyíróhullám-sebesség hányados

Figure 13. Conductivity as a function of BHTV fissure density 
A = fracture density, B = conductivity, Vp/Vs = compressional wave velocity/
shear wave velocity ratio 

13. ábra. Vezetőképesség a BHTV-vel megállapított repedéssűrűség
függvényében

A = repedéssűrűség, B = vezetőképesség, Vp/Vs = kompresszióshullám-sebes-
ség/nyíróhullám-sebesség hányados



The model relationship between conductivity and the
acoustic wave propagation time can be seen on Figure 14, b.
The model is plotted as a series of parametric curves so that
∆t, characteristic for the rock matrix, is considered to be
constant and therefore the acoustic wave propagation time
∆t depends only on porosity (Figure 14). If the ∆t is
calculated by the Wyllie average time equation, the
representation only corresponds well in the case of small ∆t-
s (high velocity) to the conductivity–porosity relationship.
According to the neutron porosity – ∆t crosplot at the lower
velocities, the Raymer equation is clearly closer to the real
interrelation. Since the conductivity is mainly dependent on
the internal surface, as a function of porosity it may be only
represented as a series of parametric curves. This is because
different fissure apertures with the same porosity belong to
various specific inner surfaces. 

The model parameter of the curves is the fissure
aperture. At constant dt the maximum fissure aperture
belongs to the minimum conductivity. Assuming a
constant acoustic wave propagation time in the matrix, the
propagation time depends solely on porosity. The model
fissure thickness is characteristic for a single model
fissure, which is representative—with respect to the inner
surface—to more fissures. In this form it is only sufficient
for explaining the electrical conductivity – ∆t
relationship.

The electrical conductivity – ∆t crossplot points of the
Üh–22 borehole fit well with the series of model curves
(Figure 14, b).

Taking into account the fact that the micro-fissures—
which are comparable in thickness to the high conductive
adsorption bound layer10—represent a negligible porosity,
their effect on the acoustic wave propagation is also small. In
other words, it is not greater than that expected on the basis
of their total pore volume. If the ∆t (in the first
approximation), only depends on the void space, the
dependence from the geometry of the latter is also
negligible. In contrast, the dependence of the conductivity
on the void volume at thin fissures containing only ion-rich
bound water is much stronger. The main reason is that the
conductivity of bound water is much greater than that of
movable water, and even tortuosity increases more with the
decrease of fissure aperture.

According to the model (Figure 14), in the case of thick
fissures the situation should be reversed, i.e. the acoustic
velocity can fluctuate greatly, while the conductivity varies
only slightly. This is caused mainly because the fissures
with a large thickness are filled with movable water of small
conductivity.

It can be seen that the location of points with coordinates
derived from measured values—even without consideration
of a sophisticated model consideration—essentially follows
the theoretical relationship. The real model is, of course,
much more complex; this is because, in order to draw such a
relatively simple picture, a number of factors should be
considered as constant—i.e. the effect of temperature on ion
mobility and thus the impact on conductivity, movable fluid
salinity; the variation of cation exchange capacity of the
different surfaces; and the acoustic properties according to
the frequency dispersion.

In addition, it is a gross simplification to assume that, in
the case of the crystalline rocks,, the increase of fissure
aperture can be taken into account as the sole cause of the
porosity growth. 

The justification for applying a simplified model is
mainly to show that the fixed parameters are in fact only
changing very slowly as a function of depth—i.e. a several-
hundred-metre depth interval can actually be treated as a
constant.

It follows from considerations on the above model that,
based on the conductivity – acoustic propagation time
interrelation, the open or closed status of fissures can be
inferred. Of course, such a conclusion can only be
transposed to the averages; then the equivalencies have to be
considered as the open or closed status of the fissures.
According to the applied methods, these do not necessarily
coincide with the hydrogeological aspects of an open or
closed status. The closed fissures depend on the
hydrogeological system. This means that the fissures are
filled only with bound water. 

In reality, for acoustic methods, the closed fissures mean
that the effective contact surface is large and thus it is only a
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Figure 14. Principle correlation of conductivity and acoustic ∆t 
∆t = specific wave propagation time, A = conductivity; a, b, c, d, e = categories
according to ∆t/A,  numbers 1024, 128, 64, 16 = fissure aperture in relative
units. The curves differ from each other in their fissure apertures. With the
colours the figure shows  the constant average values of ∆t/conductivity within
the reported range

14. ábra. A vezetőképesség és az akusztikus ∆t elvi összefüggése
∆t = fajlagos hullámterjedési idő, A = vezetőképesség; a, b, c, d, e = ∆t/A szerinti
kategóriák, 1024, 128, 64, 16 = repedésvastagságok relatív egységekben. A
görbék paramétere a repedésvastagság. Az ábrán a színek a ∆t/vezetőképesség
konstans értékek közti tartományait jelentik

10 This is a layer of ion-rich bound water on the surface with good electrical
conductivity; a more detailed explanation can be found in another part of this
study in “Qualitative Description of the Specific Electric Resistivity of
Fractured Rocks”.



small obstacle for the wave propagation. An increase of the
fissure aperture strongly reduces the effective contact
surfaces of the fissures. This leads to a shortfall of the
continuity of the rock matrix, which is significant for
acoustic wave propagation. In the case of a closed fissure, in
acoustic terms, the significant proportion of micro-fissuring
can be perceived as interfaces which do not reduce the wave
velocity. This means that the part of the micro-fissuring
which does not even contain bound water—that is, the
effective contact surface—does not participate in any
electrical conduction.

This state is only conceivable under high pressure, when
the bound aqueous film is squeezed out and cementation can
be achieved. It is assumed that, once a fissure is developed at
small depths, bound water cannot leave because of the
increasing pressure.Therefore, this also means that the
increase in tortuosity cannot be developed simply because
of the decline of fissure aperture resulting from increased
pressure. The phenomenon of tortuosity increases at thin
fissures; thus, logically, it definitely exists, otherwise the
resistivity would not be thousands of ohmm in the granite. In
other words, it has to be ascertained that the thinner fissures
are shorter. The subsequent cementation at the inherently
thin fissures certainly increases the tortuosity. Therefore,
the consolidation trend, according to its origin, is actually a
loosening trend—i.e. the resistivity-increasing trend is only
similar in shape to the well-log curve trend arising from the
compaction of sediments.

Summary and Conclusions

The fracturing has the greatest impact on the
measurements which are sensitive to the pore-filling fluids
and porespace geometry. The effect of fracturing in the fresh
rock—containing thin micro-fissures only and presumably
only filled with bound water—results in well-correlated
physical parameter distributions, in nearly all measurement
methods. The presence of clay minerals (clay miner-
alisation) itself produces only a relatively minor effect on
the acoustic propagation velocity (in contrast to clay-
forming/clayey alteration), accompanied by mechanical
destruction. This really does greatly reduce the specific
acoustic velocity, and in comparison results in a relatively

low increase of the neutron porosity. While a small volume
is involved in fissures, in principle the fissures should not
affect the nuclear porosity follower methods. Nevertheless,
the correlation study above proved the opposite. It follows
that the fracture is considered to have a failure zone, which
reduces the density and increases the neutron porosity; this
is why the pore volume increase is really possible. This
process corresponds to clay mineral forming, where the
neutron porosity increases proportionally with the density
decrease. In other words, the new crystals incorporate a
prevailing part of the hydrogen in the form OH, so that the
new mineral density is less than the original. However, other
portions of the hydrogen are involved in the interlayer and
adsorption water, and these are irreducible at low
temperatures. This phenomenon can explain the strong
decreasing effect of micro-fracturing on resistivity and
acoustic wave propagation velocity and, at the same time,
the detailed rich fracture indication shown by the BHTV
amplitude image. However, it is more important that the
presence of micro-fissures explains the close correlation of
the acoustic velocity and resistivity, because it indicates a
relatively close relationship between the electrical and
mechanical parameters. In the rocks containing thin
fissures, the close connection of the electrical conductivity
to the fissures provides—in certain circumstances—an
opportunity to estimate RMR (Rock Mass Rating) based
only on electrical resistivity. 

RMR is a special kind of rock mass classification defined by
BIENIAWSKI (1976) Six parameters are used to classify a rock mass
using the RMR system: Uniaxial strength of rock material, Rock
Quality designation (RQD), spacing of discontinuities, condition
of discontinuities, ground water conditions, orientation of
discontinuities.  
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